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Abstract. Because of their size, service times, and drain on server resources,
multimedia objects require specialized replication systems in order to meet demand
and ensure content availability. We present a novel method for creating replication
systems where the replicated objects’ sizes and/or per-object service times are large.
Such replication systems are well-suited to delivering multimedia objects on the
Internet. Assuming that user request patterns to the system are known, we show
how to create replication systems that distribute read load to servers in proportion
to their contribution to system capacity and experimentally show the positive load
distribution properties of such systems. However, when user request patterns differ
from what the system was designed for, system performance will be affected. There-
fore, we also report on results that reveal (i) how server loads are affected and (ii)
the impact two system design parameters (indicators of a system’s load distribution
qualities) have on server load when request patterns differ from that for which a
system was designed.
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1. Introduction

Replication is an accepted method for improving availability and re-
sponse times of Internet content. Since an object (file, database, web
page, etc.) is available at many servers, replication can meet high
demand loads and remove single points of failure as Fig. 1 illustrates.

Multimedia content can be delivered over the Internet and can ben-
efit from replication. In this paper, we focus specifically on a system
for delivering (making available for download) multimedia content. In a
replication system for multimedia content the following considerations
and constraints apply.

Read Load: In a multimedia delivery system an object is written
by its author and remains accessible for some period of time before it
is removed. Since an object is supposed to be a finished product, it is
rarely updated. Therefore, the load on a system’s servers is due mainly
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Figure 1. Source servers cannot keep up with user requests for objects (the large
X). To maintain availability, a replication system serves copies of objects to users.

to handling users’ read requests and the write load can be ignored.
Since we are concerned with only the read request load (read load), we
will use the term “load” and “read load” interchangeably.

Content Size: Multimedia objects such as video files tend to be
large (tens or hundreds of megabytes) and therefore require special
consideration when being replicated. Large objects can not be rapidly
replicated in response to fluctuating demand. Therefore, it is sensible
to pre-position multimedia objects. While pre-positioning is good, over-
provisioning can be bad. Creating too many copies of an object having
relatively low demand is wasteful. Replication costs for an object should
be relative to demand for the object.

Service Times: Even if users connect to a server over broadband
connections, delivering a multimedia object to a user requires a server’s
attention for a long period of time because the content is either large
or streamed, or both.

Server Behavior: A common behavior of servers is that they can
support multiple simultaneous requests while maintaining acceptable
quality of service. Once a server’s load capacity is exceeded, its service
quality rapidly declines, resulting in stalled requests and disappointed
users. In combination with the service time property above, this behav-
ior suggests that the best way to maintain availability and keep users
happy is to ensure that servers operate below their load capacities.

Techniques for easing the load on, or improving the performance of,
multimedia servers (mainly video and streamed media servers) include:
caching [2, 11, 18, 22, 23], streaming and download sharing [10, 13, 18],
and customized server designs [9, 10, 12]. While these techniques have
merit, they all depend on access to complete copies of the objects being
served. Thus, they are not a panacea for availability and responsiveness;
abundant access to objects, as replication provides, is required.
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The profusion of special techniques for video and streamed media
delivery are indirect signs that multimedia should be stored and de-
livered separately from other types of Internet content. Towards this
end, several video-only delivery schemes have been proposed ([6, 19, 21]
for instance). Common weaknesses of these schemes are that content is
assumed to come from a single provider and that the delivery network
is a tree which networks are commonly not.

In this paper, we present a replication system that is well-suited for
delivering multimedia content. Our system structure is more general
than that of the tree-based systems and freely handles multiple content
providers. In our system, a server’s share of system load is proportional
to its contribution to total system read load capacity. In other words,
load is distributed fairly to the servers. Fairly distributing load mini-
mizes the odds that a server will exceed its load capacity and ensures
that the system is responsive and that content is highly available. We
present results that show that our system and construction method
produce highly load-fair systems.

In the system, user requests are received by proxies that redirect the
requests to appropriate servers for processing. The fraction of incoming
requests a proxy directs to sets of servers is tailored to the pattern of
requests arriving at the proxies and is essential to producing fairly
loaded systems. If user request patterns change from what is expected
(as they surely will), fairness could be jeopardized and system perfor-
mance would suffer accordingly. When request patterns change, we need
to know how the system behaves and what part of the system’s design
matters most. Therefore, in this paper we also examine (i) the impact
to server load fairness and (ii) the importance of system structure and
operation when request patterns diverge from expectations.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. In Section 2
we present the features and mechanics of our replication system and
introduce parameters that indicate the degree of server load fairness
in an operating system. Section 3 presents an evaluation of system
performance under normal conditions and when user request patterns
deviate from expectations. Section 4 contains a survey of related work
and Section 5 concludes.

2. A Replication System for Multimedia Content Delivery

In this section we formulate the features and mechanics of our proposed
replication system.
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Figure 2. An example replication system. For simplicity, virtual server labels are
missing from some cells.

2.1. System Structure and Read Protocol

A replication system employs a set of servers, S = {s1, s2, . . . , sn}. In
our approach, we organize these servers into intersecting subsets called
write-sets and read-sets. To write an object, a write-set is chosen
and the object is replicated on each server in the write-set. To read
an object, a read-set is chosen and the object is delivered to the user
from a server in the selected read-set. An object can be written to
multiple write-sets. Since each read-set and each write-set have at least
one server in common, every object can be accessed from any read-set.

Although there are many ways to construct write-sets and read-sets
while maintaining this requirement, we limit ourselves, for simplicity
reasons, to a special case in which write-sets and read-sets are deter-
mined by arranging servers in a grid, one server per grid cell, such that
rows correspond to write-sets and columns to read-sets.

An important part of our replication system is the read protocol
shown in Fig. 3. Note that locating the appropriate server within a read-
set adds to the delay in responding to requests. However, this delay is
extremely small compared to the time required to serve a multimedia
object and is unlikely to detract much from a user’s experience. Further,
this delay can be minimized by using a directory service, especially since
object locations rarely change.

2.2. Fairness

To minimize the likelihood of a server overloading, a server should
experience a load proportional to its contribution to the system’s total
capacity. This will ensure that no server is pushed beyond its capacity
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Read Protocol

1. A user generates a request for an object (an initial-request) which is directed
to one of the system’s servers (a proxy). The distribution of a particular user’s
requests to the proxies is called the user request pattern.1

2. The proxy selects a read-set using a preset, probabilistic proxy strategy.

3. The proxy identifies the server(s) with the most up-to-date copy (in case the object
has been updated) of the object in the read-set. If more than one server has the
object, one of the servers is picked equiprobably.

4. The proxy redirects the user to the server it has selected.

5. The user’s request is fulfilled by the selected server.

Figure 3. The read protocol for the replication system.

unless the whole system is. In other words, system load should be
distributed fairly to servers.

As a first step towards fairness, we further refine the system’s struc-
ture by splitting each server into one or more virtual servers. Each
server in the system, si ∈ S = {s1, s2, . . . , sn}, is represented by its read
load capacity, Ci. Denoting a base capacity as Cbase, we split each server
si ∈ S into ni = b Ci

Cbase
c virtual servers, V (si) = {si,1, si,2, . . . , si,ni}.

Populating the cells of a grid with virtual servers (Fig. 2), instead of
regular servers, results in nearly equal amounts of capacity at each grid
cell. If the system read load can be distributed equally to each grid cell,
then we have achieved the goal of fairness.

Unfortunately, the load on a virtual server, and in turn on servers,
depends on (i) the mapping of virtual servers to the grid to establish
the read-sets and write-sets (the system structure), (ii) the policy for
deciding to which write-sets an item should be written (write-policy),
(iii) initial-request loads at the proxies determined by the user request
patterns, and (iv) the proxy strategies. Hence, load fairness requires
more than placing virtual servers in a grid.

Given a grid of l write-sets (rows) and k read-sets (columns) pop-
ulated with virtual servers and a total system read load, L, the read
load of server si, L(si), is:

L(si) = L ·
k∑

rs=1

l∑

ws=1

pr(ws) · pr(rs|ws) · pr(si|rs ∧ ws) (1)

In the above equation, pr(ws) denotes the probability that write-set
ws contains a server with the requested content; pr(rs|ws) denotes the
probability that read-set rs is chosen by a proxy given that write-set

1 Due to the unpredictable nature of Internet routing and to generalize for any
request routing scheme, we do not specify how requests are directed to servers.
Instead, we rely on the observation that request routing is somewhat predictable
and can be expressed probabilistically.
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ws contains the content; and pr(si|rs ∧ ws) denotes the probability
that server si is selected for serving the request given that write-set ws
contains the requested content and read-set rs is chosen.

For load fairness we need to ensure that the grid mapping and proxy
strategies distribute the total system read load onto individual servers
in proportion to each server’s contribution to total system capacity:

L(si) ≈ L · Ci∑
sj∈S Cj

=
L · Ci

l · k · Cbase
=

L · ni

l · k . (2)

Note that this fairness condition is a complex non-linear equation,
and solving it directly is expensive. Also, it is not straightforward to
establish a system structure and determine proxy strategies using (1)
and (2) directly. Therefore, we use (1) and (2) to derive parameters, σ
and N , that indicate the fairness of a replication system.

2.3. Deriving Fairness Indicators

Assume that the write-policy distributes objects to write-sets such that
the request load for each write-set is equal. If we let,
− Sws be the set of servers that have virtual servers in write-set, ws;

i.e., Sws = {si|v ∈ V (si) ∧ v ∈ ws};
− Srs be the set of servers that have virtual servers in read-set, rs;

i.e., Srs = {si|v ∈ V (si) ∧ v ∈ rs}; and,
− Vws,rs be the set of virtual servers in read-set rs that have a corre-

sponding server in write-set ws; i.e., Vws,rs = {v | v ∈ V (si) ∧ si ∈
Srs ∧ si ∈ Sws}

then, (1) and the fairness condition of (2) can be combined to form:

ni

k
=

k∑

rs=1


pr(rs) ·

∑

1≤ws≤l

|V (si) ∩ Vws,rs|
|Vws,rs|


 . (3)

In (3) pr(rs) is a function of the proxy strategies and |V (si)∩Vws,rs|
|Vws,rs|

depends on the grid mapping. Isolating pr(rs) results in

∀rs, pr(rs) =
1
k

(4)

which says that the fraction of requests directed to read-set rs should
be inversely proportional to the number of read-sets, k. In other words,
initial requests should be directed in equal amounts to each read-set.
This implies that the combined effect of all the proxy strategies should
an equal distribution of initial request to each read-set. We denote the
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fraction of initial read requests directed to read-set rs as σ(rs), or read-
set σ-value. The ideal σ-value for a read-set is 1

k . If σ(rs) is greater
(less) than the ideal σ-value, then rs, and the virtual servers in rs, will
receive more (less) than their fair share of system load. Likewise, since
a server’s load is the sum of the load on its virtual servers, the higher
the σs of the read-sets in which a server has a virtual server (average
server σ), the more load the server will receive.

Assuming that all read-sets have the ideal σ-value of 1
k , we can

reduce (3) to get

N(si) =
k∑

rs=1

l∑

ws=1

|V (si) ∩ Vws,rs|
|Vws,rs| = ni. (5)

N(si), or server N-value, indicates server si’s vulnerability to being
selected for serving a read request. The ideal value for N(si) is ni, the
number of virtual servers si has. If N(si) is too high (> ni) or too low
(< ni), then si will be selected too often or not often enough and will
not receive its fair share of load.

As an example of how to calculate an N -value, consider server A and
the third write-set and second read-set highlighted in Fig. 2. Server
A has three virtual servers, thus V (A) = {A1, A2, A3} and nA = 3.
Three virtual servers in the second read-set have a server in the third
write-set, so V3,2 = {A1, B3, C2, D2} (i.e., if read-set 2 is chosen by a
proxy and the requested content is on a server in write-set 3, then four
servers can be selected for download). Since V (A) and V3,2 only have
A1 in common, |V (A) ∩ V3,2| = 1. Thus, |V (A)∩V3,2|

|V3,2| = 1
4 (i.e., given

that a request is for content contained in write-set 3 and read-set 2 was
chosen, server A has a 1-in-4 chance of serving the request). Performing
similar calculations for all other rows and columns and summing the
results shows that A has an imperfect N -value: N(A) = 211

12 6= nA = 3.

2.4. Replication Based on σ and N

To produce the fairest system possible, σ- and N -values must be as
close to their ideal values as possible. While σ and N indicate how
fair a system is, they are derivatives of the complex, non-linear fairness
condition and, therefore, can not be used directly to construct a repli-
cation system either. However, they do provide insight as to how a fair
replication system should look. Therefore we have developed a two-step
heuristic approach for creating a replication system (Fig. 4) using σ and
N . In the first step, we set the system’s structure by mapping virtual
servers to grid cells for good N -values. This structure is then used to
formulate proxy strategies that result in the best possible σ-values for
each read-set.
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Figure 4. Replication using σ and N

Given a server set and a
grid,

1. Create clusters of servers s.t.
the servers in each cluster
have the same number of vir-
tual servers.

2. Try to fill the grid with the
given clusters.

3. If a cluster will not fit, split
it and try to fill again.

Given a server set, a grid mapped with
servers, and user strategies,

1. Identify the linear constraints for

a) σ-optimality,

b) write-policy dependence

c) server loads, and

d) proxy read-set selection limits.

2. Solve while minimizing error terms in the
constraints.

3. Extract proxy strategies from the result.

(a) (b)

Figure 5. Pseudocode for (a) the cluster-based mapping algorithm and (b) produc-
ing σ-optimizing proxy strategies.

2.4.1. Grid Mappings Based on N
Say we are given a set of servers S0, such that each server in S0 has
the same number of virtual servers. Let V (S0) denote the set of virtual
servers belonging to the servers in S0: V (S0) = ∪sj∈S0V (sj). Then, if

∀ws ∀rs (V (S0) ∩ Vws,rs = Vws,rs) ∨ (V (S0) ∩ Vws,rs = ∅) (6)

it can be shown that (5) is satisfied for all servers in S0. This equation
is the set intersection constraint.

One way to enforce the set intersection constraint is to put servers
into an appropriate S0 group, form the virtual servers in each S0 group
into a rectangularly-shaped cluster, and then map the clusters into a
grid. This ensures that no cluster, and thus no server, intersects both a
write-set and read-set of any other cluster. An algorithm for clustering
and mapping servers to a grid is presented in Fig. 5(a).

Unfortunately, some clusters may have to be split into smaller pieces
because it is not possible to form a rectangular cluster that will fit the
grid and still contain all the virtual servers in the corresponding S0

group. Breaking clusters increases the risk of violating the set intersec-
tion constraint. For example, in Fig. 2 the virtual servers of servers A,
B, and C are a clustered S0 group (the thick-lined box). The horizontal
and vertical shadows of this cluster are the cells of the cluster’s write-
sets and read-sets, respectively, unoccupied by the cluster. Server D
violates the cluster’s set intersection constraint and will cause lower
than ideal N -values for all of the cluster’s servers.
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Clustering, even if some clusters must be split, still produces fa-
vorable N -values. Any imperfections in N -values may be countered,
to some extent, by intelligently tuning proxy strategies to produce
optimized σ-values. This tuning is the next step of our approach.

2.4.2. Proxy Strategies Based on σ
Once the system’s structure is set, we use the structure to formulate
a linear program (LP) that is then solved to find proxy strategies for
the system. In addition to the system’s structure, the LP considers
other fairness-related factors such as the system’s write-policy and user
request patterns. The constraints for the LP are listed below.
− σ-optimality: The fraction of initial requests directed to read-set

rs is the load on rs, L(rs) = σ(rs), and should equal the ideal σ
value for the lattice: L(rs) ' 1

k .
− Object placement policy: The load of a read-set is split among

its virtual servers: L(rs) ' ∑
si,p∈rs L(si,p). Also, the load on

virtual server si,p is a function of the objects (including object
size), obj(si), available on server si as a result of the system im-
plementer’s policy for choosing write-sets for objects: ∀si,p, sj,q ∈
rs,

L(si,p)
L(sj,q) ' obj(si)

obj(sj)
.

− proxy strategy: The user strategy for picking proxies induces an
initial request load on the proxies. This load is passed to read-
sets because of the cumulative effect of each proxy’s strategy for
selecting read-sets: initial(si) '

∑
rs select(si, rs). Likewise, the

load on a read-set depends on its selection by the proxies L(rs) '∑
si∈S select(si, rs).

Note that an explicit fairness constraint is not needed since mapping a
grid for favorable N -values and the other constraints guarantee fairness.
We have also relaxed the placement assumption made at the start of
Section 2.3.

To get the fairest σ-values possible, error terms are added to each
constraint.2 The LP’s objective function is simply the minimization
of these error terms. After solving the LP, we identify the probability
at which a proxy should select read-sets by extracting the values of
the select(si, rs) terms. Figure 5(b) shows pseudocode for the LP’s
construction and extraction of proxy strategies.

As an example of how the LP can capture desired system properties,
we show how proxies can be made to favor certain servers. Directing
users to a nearby server is a common way to reduce response times.

2 For example, L(rs) ' ∑
si∈S

select(si, rs) becomes L(rs) + ∆L(rs) =∑
si∈S

select(si, rs).
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Assuming users contact nearby proxies, we can help ensure low response
times by increasing the odds that the proxy itself responds to the
request. This can be done by setting up the proxy restriction equations
so that a proxy only chooses read-sets in which it has virtual servers.
The experiments in the next section limit proxy selections this way.

3. Experimental Validation

We now present two sets of results, obtained experimentally, about our
proposed replication system. First, we show that our proposed system
is highly load-fair and that fairness depends on optimizing N -values
followed by σ-values. Next, we show the importance of σ and N to
load distribution when user request patterns deviate from those for
which the system was designed and that the replication systems are
resilient to changes in user request loads.

3.1. Load Fairness Results

To show that our proposed system is highly load-fair and that fairness
depends on optimizing N -values followed by σ-values, we randomly
generated fifty sets of servers. A server set represents the servers avail-
able for use by a replication system. In each server set there are 196
virtual servers. The number of virtual servers per server was randomly
generated using the following distribution: 40% of the servers have 1,
30% have 2, 10% have 3, 10% have 4, and 10% have 5 virtual servers.
A total of 4474 servers were generated for the fifty server sets.

Once the server sets were constructed, we mapped them to grids
using two different strategies:
− Random. This strategy randomly maps virtual servers to a grid

and results in server N -values that differ greatly from their ideals.
− Cluster. Grids are mapped using an algorithm based on the clus-

tering pseudocode of Fig. 5(a). Clustering results in ideal or nearly
ideal N -values for all servers in a grid.

To observe the effect of σ, we used two methods for formulating proxy-
strategies that result in favorable and unfavorable σ-values.
− Not σ-optimized. Each proxy redirects initial-requests equiprob-

ably to the read-sets (grid columns) in which it has virtual servers.
As such, read-set σs can vary greatly, being highly influenced by
the system’s structure.

− σ-optimized. Here a linear program is formulated and solved to
obtain proxy-strategies that produce optimal σs. As with the above
non-σ-optimized strategy, proxies can only redirect initial-requests
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Figure 6. Naming concept for the replication systems created from a server set.
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Figure 7. Histograms of server load errors for (a) Random and Random-σ systems
and (b) Cluster and Cluster-σ systems.

to read-sets in which the proxy has virtual servers. Even with this
restriction, σs are close to ideal regardless of mapping strategy.

Mixing mapping and proxy strategies results in four replication sys-
tems (mapping/proxy systems or MP-systems) for each server set. We
refer to an MP-system by its mapping method and the presence of σ-
optimization as shown in Fig. 6 and listed here: Random, Random-σ,
Cluster, and Cluster-σ.

Figure 7 shows cumulative results from the load fairness experi-
ments. Figure 7(a) shows that randomly-mapped systems have widely
distributed server load errors and that σ-optimization has had little, if
any, effect on the extent of the errors. Server load error is the percent
a server’s actual load, obtained from the experiments, differs from its
fair, or ideal, share of system load. Although σ-optimization produces
groups of errors (the spikes at 0%, –50%, –65%, –75%, and –80%) load
errors with or without σ-optimization range from -90% to around 130%.

On the other hand, Fig. 7(b) shows much better server loading for
cluster-mapped systems whether or not σ-values have been optimized.
The improved loading is due to the improved N -values resulting from
the cluster-mapping of servers. Whereas σ-optimization had no notice-
able effect on the randomly-mapped systems, it has a dramatic effect on
the cluster-mapped systems. In the Cluster-σ systems most servers
are fairly (ideally) loaded as shown by the large spike at 0% in Fig.
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7(b). σ-optimization has also decreased the maximum load error seen
in the Cluster systems from 92% to just 50%.

From these exeperiments we conclude that (i) σ-optimization with-
out first controlling for N is of little value, (ii) the fairest replication
systems result from first mapping to produce favorable N -values fol-
lowed by σ-optimization (Cluster-σ systems), and (iii) the Cluster-
σ systems are highly load-fair.

3.2. Effects of Divergent Initial-Request Loads

Since proxies redirect client initial-requests to servers, the performance
of the replication system depends on the expected distribution of the
users’ initial-requests to proxies. As explained earlier as part of the read
protocol (Fig. 3), the probability that a given user’s initial-requests
arrive at a certain proxy is given as a distribution function called
the user request pattern. User request patterns (or at least their
cumulative effect on the proxies) are an input to the linear program
(LP) that is solved to get the proxy strategies for selecting read-sets.
Thus, a replication system is tailored for the user request patterns input
into the LP. If request patterns change too much, server load fairness
could be lost and the system would perform poorly. Therefore, we need
to investigate the importance of σ and N to load distribution when user
request patterns deviate from those for which the system was designed.
As part of this investigation we will also see that the replication systems
are resilient to changes in user request loads

To conduct this investigation, we constructed a testbed that uses
real web servers. The use of real servers adds a degree of realism that
ordinary simulation does not provide. Because of space constraints we
cannot go into the details of the testbed system in this paper. However,
we do describe the conditions for conducting experiments.

Servers are arranged into their write-sets and read-sets using the
grid structure and given their proxy strategies (calculated in advance
based on expected loads). A different object is written to each write-set
(a row of the grid). All data items have the same size and hence the
same download times. Having each object be the same size and having
each write-set contain a single object captures the effects of a perfectly
tuned write-policy. The download time of an object is simulated by
having servers execute a sleep operation of 5 seconds. To show long-term
behavior, the running time for experiments was set to 200 seconds.

Performing an experiment consists of generating user requests for
objects and the handling of those requests by the system. User requests
are regularly-spaced over a second to meet a specified request rate. For
example, if the request rate is 10 requests/sec, then a new request is
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Table I. The seven initial-request combinations (IR-combos).

IR-combo proxy % % extra reqs. IR-combo proxy % % extra reqs.

0%-0% 0 0 20%-25% 20 25

10%-25% 10 25 20%-50% 20 50

10%-50% 10 50 40%-25% 40 25

40%-50% 40 50

generated every tenth of a second. Uniform request generation, while
simple, is adequate since object sizes, and hence download times, are
relatively large compared to request inter-arrival times. For each re-
quest, an object is selected uniformly at random. The proxy targeted by
an initial-request is selected at random using a probability distribution
that models the effects of the user request patterns.

Experiments were performed on 20 sets of servers. Server sets were
generated so that the number of virtual servers in each set would fill
an 8x8 grid. The number of virtual servers are the same as for the
load fairness experiments (Section 3.1). From the server sets we again
created four MP-systems (also in Section 3.1).

For these tests, a baseline load of 1.3 requests per second is the
arrival rate of initial-requests to each proxy (256 requests per proxy
divided by the 200 second experiment length). Thus, the σ-optimized
systems were constructed in response to user request patterns whose
cumulative effect is the equal loading of proxies with initial-requests.

To explore the effects of varying user request patterns, we randomly
selected subsets of proxies in each server set and subjected them to
increased initial-request loads. We refer to the combination of proxies
selected to receive extra load and the extra load they are given as an
initial-request-combination (IR-combo). For a given server set,
seven IR-combos form an initial-request-set (IR-set) as Table I
shows. An IR-set is built as follows. The first IR-combo in the set
is each proxy receiving the baseline load (i.e., user request patterns are
exactly what the system was designed for). In this combination, 0% of
the proxies receive 0% extra load. We call this the 0%-0% IR-combo or
the baseline system. Next, three proxy subsets of sizes d10%e, d20%e,
and d40%e of the number of proxies in the server set are formed, with
the larger subsets reusing servers from the smaller ones. The proxies
in these subsets will receive 25% and then 50% extra initial-requests
above the baseline load. Combining the subset sizes and extra request
percentages gives the remaining six IR-combos in an IR-set: 10%-25%,
10%-50%, 20%-25%, 20%-50%, 40%-25%, and 40%-50%.

By running a server set through each of its four MP-systems and
each of its seven IP-combos (each server set is run 28 times), we can
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Differences in Extra Server Load as N Changes: RANDOM 
to CLUSTER
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Figure 8. Differences in percentage of extra server load, ∆L, as N -values change
between the Cluster and Random systems.

detect trends in server read loads and compare the influence of N and
σ on server load as user request patterns vary.

3.3. Results and Observations

In this section, we answer six questions about the effects of σ and
N when initial-request loads to proxies diverge from their expected
values. To do this, we observe the extra load experienced by a server
when operating as part of the four MP-systems of which the server
is a member. Extra load is the difference in a server’s read load in
an experiment where user request patterns have changed and in an
experiment where user request patterns are exactly what the system
was designed for (the 0%-0% IR-combo or baseline system). Server read
load is the average number of reads (downloads) experienced by a server
in each second of an experiment. For example, if a server had a load of
5 read requests per second in a baseline system experiment and then
had a load of 7 requests per second in the 20%-50% experiment then
the server’s extra load is 2, an increase of 40%.

The evidence supporting answers to Questions One through Four
(Q1 through Q4) involve twenty different server sets. Questions Five
and Six (Q5 and Q6) are answered using results from four rounds of
repeated experiments on the second of the twenty server sets using the
same initial-request-sets. Since space is limited, we present evidence
representing behavioral trends seen throughout all the experiments.

Q1: If a server’s N -value increases or decreases between different map-
ping strategies, does the extra read load experienced by the server also
increase or decrease?

Figure 8 displays the difference in the percentage of extra read load,
∆L, experienced by servers as their N -values improve under different
mapping strategies. The x-axis shows the difference in a server’s N -
value, ∆N , when cluster-mapped (Cluster systems) versus randomly-
mapped (Random systems). Each data point represents a server. We
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Differences in Extra Server Load as σ Changes:
RANDOM to CLUSTER
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Differences in Extra Server Load as σ Changes:
CLUSTER to CLUSTER-σ
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Figure 9. Extra load differences as average server σ changes in (a) the Random and
Cluster and (b) the Cluster and Cluster-σ systems.

see that a positive (negative) move in a server’s N -value causes a
likewise change in extra load at the server. In all experiments, the
correlation in movement in N and extra load is between 83% and 86%.
This behavior indicates that N , a function of the system structure, has
a strong influence on where extra load is distributed.

Q2: If the σs of a server’s read-sets increase or decrease under different
proxy strategies, does the extra read load experienced by the server also
increase or decrease?

Yes, however, the trend is not as pronounced as it was for N . Figures
9(a) and 9(b) show ∆L, as a function of the difference, ∆σ, in the
average σ-values of a server’s read-sets (average server σ), under differ-
ently formulated proxy strategies. Figure 9(a) compares Random and
Cluster systems whereas Fig. 9(b) compares Cluster and Cluster-
σ systems. Note that the tilt of the regression trend-lines in both of
these figures is less than the tilt caused by changes in N (Fig. 8),
suggesting that the trend is not as strong as it was for N . Indeed, the
correlation between changes in average server σ and extra load ranged
from only 61% to 65% in all experiments. Furthermore, in Figs. 9(a)
and 9(b) the data points are spread to all four quadrants of the graph,
whereas in Fig. 8 data points are mostly in the all-positive or all-
negative quadrants. This suggests that N has a more pronounced effect
than σ. Note that the data points are more widely spread in Fig. 9(a)
than in 9(b). This indicates that σ’s effect on extra load distribution is
more visible only after the system is already optimized for N .

Q3: How is extra read load distributed in systems with good N -values
versus systems with bad N -values?

The answer to this question can somewhat been seen in Fig. 9(a)
in which it appears that the data points are mostly in the ∆L ≥ 0
region. The histogram of Fig. 10(a) confirms this observation. When
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Histogram of Extra Server Load:
RANDOM to CLUSTER
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Figure 10. Histograms showing differences in percentage of extra server load, ∆L,
between (a) the Cluster and Random systems (b) the Random-σ and Random
systems, and (c) the Cluster-σ and Cluster systems.

cluster mapping is used, a large portion (an average of 63% across all
experiments) of the servers get higher amounts of extra load than when
randomly mapped. In other words, the extra load is distributed more
evenly in cluster-mapped systems, systems with good N -values.

Q4: How is extra read load distributed in systems that are σ-optimized
versus non-σ-optimized?

Load distribution is minimally affected by optimizing for σ. When
comparing randomly-mapped systems before and after σ optimization,
extra load changes for a server range from −4% to 3.5% as Fig. 10(b)
shows. Similarly for clustered systems, the change in extra load ranges
from −5% to 3% as can be seen in Fig. 10(c). Comparatively, load shifts
in the range of −12.5% to 6% were observed for randomly mapped
systems versus clustered systems without optimizing for σ (Fig. 10(a)).
Thus, the shift in load is due mainly to changes in server N -values.
Combined with the behavior seen in the answers to Q1, Q2, and Q3,
we conclude that system structure, as captured by N -values, and not
proxy strategies, which determine σs, is the main factor in where extra
read load is distributed.
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Percent Difference in Server Load:
RANDOM, Server Set 2
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Percent Difference in Server Load:
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Figure 11. Percent differences in server loads plotted by server N -values for the
second server set’s (a) Random system and (b) Cluster-σ system.

Also, note that unlike in Fig. 10(a), the histograms in Figs. 10(b)
and 10(c) are centered on zero load difference. This means that the
overall effect of σ optimization on extra load distribution is minimal.

Q5: What does a server’s N -value indicate about its extra read load?
We partially answered this in Questions One and Three, but pro-

vide additional analysis here. Figure 11 shows the percentage of extra
read load, ∆L, experienced by servers for the 20%-25% and 20%-50%
initial-request-combinations (IR-combos). Trend lines help distinguish
between the two IR-combos. In both graphs we see that smaller N -
values have highly variable extra read loads, regardless whether or not
σ-values have been optimized. This implies that systems could be made
robust to variances in initial-request loads by making N -values large.
However, doing so would negatively affect load fairness.

Note that extra read load hardly changes from that of a baseline
system for the 20%-25% combination in Fig. 11 (i.e., the linear regres-
sion line lies right on the zero ∆L line). However, read loads jump
noticeably for the 20%-50% combination. Since this behavior appears
regardless of mapping strategy, this suggests that systems are resilient
to variations in initial-request loads, but that performance significantly
degrades at a certain threshold. Thus, proxy strategies do not need to
be recalculated for minor shifts in user request patterns.

Q6: What do the σs of a server’s read-sets indicate about the server’s
extra read load?

Results, arranged by the average σ-values of a server’s read-sets for
the second server set’s Random system are in Fig. 12(a) and results
for the second server set’s Cluster-σ system are in Fig. 12(b). In both
figures, we see that the largest swings in extra read load, ∆L, occur
when average server σ equals the ideal σ for the system (which is 0.125
in this case) and N is the sole factor in server loading. The Random
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Percent Difference in Server Load:
RANDOM, Server Set 2
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Percent Difference in Server Load:
CLUSTER-σ, Server Set 2
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Figure 12. Percent differences in server loads plotted by average server σ for the
second server set’s (a) Random system and (b) the Cluster-σ system.

system also has large differences in extra load for other average σs
(most notably at 0.136). This occurs because N errors are large in the
randomly-mapped systems, making σ nearly irrelevant.

Notice that in the Random system extra load decreases as average
server σ increases, which is counter to our expectations. The explana-
tion for this behavior is that, for this particular server set, the proxies
receiving extra initial-requests all have average server σs that are less
than the ideal of 0.125. Therefore, extra requests are directed mostly
to read-sets with small σs.

3.4. Summary of Results

The experiments reveal three notable observations about the proposed
replication system under normal conditions and when user request
patterns deviate from that for which a system was designed. First, the
two-step technique of first optimizing N -values and then the σ-values
N , produces highly load-fair systems. Secondly, N has the greatest
influence on where extra server load is distributed. σ can also have an
effect. However, its impact is often masked by N . Secondly, systems
with good N -values more evenly distribute extra load to servers than
do systems with bad N -values. Finally, servers can be insulated from
load increases when initial-requests increase at a subset of the proxies.

4. Related Work

Much work has been done to increase the efficiency of delivering mul-
timedia content. Caching techniques such as [2, 11, 18, 22, 23] store
segments of objects at intermediate caches between servers and users.
Caches deliver their stored segments to users and coordinate the de-
livery of the remaining parts either from other caches or from source
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servers. Caching is also used by companies such as Akamai [1] for mul-
timedia delivery, but details are sketchy. Coordinating content delivery
is an integral part of stream merging and download sharing techniques
such as [10, 13, 18]. In these techniques content is segmented, but is
done in such a way that requests can be gradually merged so that multi-
ple requests are served from the same stream. Also, several customized
multimedia server designs have been proposed [9, 10, 12].

Although the techniques mentioned above improve the efficiency of
delivering content, they have limits and replication, on some scale, is
required. The only true multimedia replication schemes of which we
know are those for video-on-demand (VOD) systems ([6, 19, 21] for
instance). VOD systems typically assume that all content comes from
a single provider (such as a pay-per-view movie company) and that
the delivery network has a tree structure. However, the single provider
assumption is not always the case and the Internet is not a tree. Repli-
cation has also been examined for the Internet in general [3, 14, 15],
where the main focus is on replica server and content placement in
order to minimize delays.

Adapting to demand changes is one of the primary challenges in
replication systems. Several researchers have proposed techniques [4,
5, 8] and several commercial products (Distributed Director [7] and
SuperSparrow [20] for example) that dispatch requests to servers in an
attempt to balance load. In [17] we show how to modify proxy strategies
and rebalance server load in our proposed replication system.

5. Conclusion

We presented a replication system for large objects and/or situations
where user requests have long service times. The replication system
fairly distributes read load to servers based on their relative capacities.
Fair load distribution depends on optimizing two fairness indicators, σ
and N , given the expected pattern of incoming user requests to servers.
We demonstrated the effectiveness of our replication system when op-
erating under expected those patterns and saw that N -optimization is
more important to server load than is σ-optimization. We also showed
the influence σ and N have on server load when user request patterns
vary from that for which a system was designed. Results indicate that
system structure, captured by N , has the most influence on load dis-
tribution. We also saw that server load is relatively unaffected by mild
to moderate shifts in user request patterns.
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